USE CASE

Forest Management

“For Carbomap, the use of UAV based LiDAR system like the YellowScan is definitely
a game changer in forest mapping as it offers very high dense and detailed point
cloud at reduced cost.”
Antoine Cottin, Chief Technical Officer, Carbomap
Business need

Customer Profile

Forest inventory consists of data collection for assessment
and analysis. The aim is to calculate the number and volume
of trees, basal area and the worth of timber, but also to assess
the risk of fire. Today it is usually done walking with issues
such as difficult access and vast areas to cover. A sample is
therefore measured and interpolated to the rest of the forest,
giving an estimate. Being able to measure the whole forest
would reduce the error margin.

Company: Carbomap

Solution
YellowScan lightweight UAV LiDARs enable the quick and
easy collection of detailed data about the forest structure,
which is not possible through the use of remote sensing
imagery or Radar and takes longer and costs more with
classical airborne LiDARs or on-foot methods. The point
cloud generated leads to 3D maps of the forest, and further
key metrics can be calculated or estimated, such as forest
carbon.

Benefits
High density LiDAR data
Use of a UAV		
Low costs 		
Access to difficult areas

Small Dataset size
Adapted to small area surveys
Rapid deployment
Ground data under canopy

Industry: Forestry
Country: United Kingdom

Objective
The goal of this survey was to measure the tree heights on
small scale areas in order to evaluate the forest’s state. The
outputs expected were maps of estimated Top and Average
Heights of the trees.

Mission parameters
Client: Carbomap
Location: Ireland
Survey size: 3 km²
Duration: 10 days (difficult weather conditions)
Number of flights: 35
Flight Speed: 7m/s
Flight Altitude: 75m
Equipment: Onyxstar Octocopter + YellowScan Mapper

Results
The Mapper system provided approximately 20 points/
m² thanks to its 3 echoes per shot. It allowed topographic
information under vegetation cover to be extracted, as well
as providing information about the forest undergrowth.
The raw point cloud was classified to identify topographic
information and produce the Digital Terrain Model
(DTM). The Canopy Height Model was then generated
by substracting the DTM to the surface model.

Products & Services
LiDAR: YellowScan Mapper
Add-on: RTK Base Station & Radio modems
Drone: Fox C8 HD
Software: YellowScan Software Suite, LAStools,
Carbomap software
Partner: Altigator, Carbomap

Example of Data post-processing by Carbomap
The LiDAR data is provided in the open-source LAS
point cloud format, which is the industry standard. Point
classification (ground/non-ground) and height above
ground computation for each point were performed using
the LAStools software, by Rapidlasso GmbH. Forest metrics
computation and the generation of the data output (Canopy
Height Model, Canopy Gap
“The level of details
Fraction, Stand Top Height, Stand
and
the point density
Average Height, Sample Fraction,
of the YellowScan is
Productive Area) was done using
simply
mind-blowing”
Carbomap’s existing software tools.
The Canopy Height Model (CHM)
is a raster dataset that maps the tree
height as a continuous surface
The Productive area represents the
most vegetated areas : it can be used
to calculate the wood production in
cubic meters per hectare
The Canopy cover is an estimate of
the coverage of a forest canopy
The Stand Top height is the
maximum height of the vegetation
pixels
The Stand average height is the
average height of the vegetation pixels
above 1.5m
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Antoine Cottin, Chief Technical Officer, Carbomap

